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1.how does network integration help businesses keep pace with changing network 

demands? 

A addition of strict firewalls 

B limiting internet access 

C intelligence on foundation network devices 

D increased use of network services 

Answer:C 

 

2.routers can be used to integrate a variety of services, which two common services are 

often specified by businesses?(choose two) 

A mitigation and response 

B fibre channel over ethernet 

C ip communications 

D data center virtualization 

E vpn security 

Answer:CE 

 

3.which series of cisco routers is suitable for small businesses and for connecting small 

offices to enterprise networks? 

A cisco 800 series rounters 

B cisco 830 series rounters 

C cisco 1700 series modular access rounters 

D cisco 3700 series multiservice access rounters 

Answer:A 

 

4.what are two security features of the cisco secure router 500 series?(choose two) 

A cisco intrusion prevention system 

B cisco IOS software firewall 

C cisco IOS easy VPN 

D Cisco unified wireless networking 

E cisco ASA hardware firewall 

Answer:AB 

 

5. which two series of cisco catalyst switchs,when placed in the distribution layer, 

effectively pass hign amounts of network traffic between the core and access layers while 

aggregation access switches?(choose two) 

A cisco catalyst 2800 

B cisco catalyst 3550 

C cisco catalyst 3750 

D cisco catalyst 4500 

E cisco catalyst 6500 

Answer:DE 

 



6.which of the following is less vulnerable to threats and attacks because it is not 

associated with one specific operating system? 

A CISCO voice and video over VPN 

B cisco secure access control server 

C cisco NAC appliance 

D cisco threat response 

Answer:C 

 

7.Which statement best describes the differences between Cisco SMART net and Cisco 

SMART net Onsite? 

A Cisco SMARTnet Onsite includes all of the elements of Cisco SMARTnet ,with the 

additional provision of an onsite technician to perform parts replacement 

B Cisco SMARTnet Onsite is primarity attractive to customers who do not need to replace 

their hardware immediately,but would still like an onsite technician to install and replace 

hardware 

C Cisco SMARTnet Onsite includes certification classes and live network consulting at the 

customer site 

D Cisco SMARTnet Onsite provides nerwork monitoring for small-to-medium sized 

business and provides onsite technical resources when hardware problem are detected 

Answer:A 

 

8.What host-based IPS solution provides threat-protection capabilities for server and 

desktop computing systems? 

A Cisco IPS AIM 

B Cisco IOS IPS 

C Cisco IPS NME 

D Cisco Security Agent 

E Cisco IDSM-2 

Answer:D 

 

9.The Cisco Unified Wireless Network minimizes the TCO and maximizes wireless 

network uptime by optimizing which two deployment, management, and security 

features?(choose two) 

A unified wireless and wired infrastructure for a single point of control for all WLAN traffic 

B simplified management of central or remotely located access points 

C extension features to wired network services, such as denial of service prevention and 

ACLs 

D threat defense with a robust wired IDS 

Answer:A 

 

10.Choose the most accurate statement regarding the account qualification and planning 

service component in the prepare phase 

A providing a partner with information regarding customer acceptance of a new solution 

B providing information regarding current network infrastructure readiness 



C using stakeholder interviews to identify stakeholders and decision-makers, high-level 

solution requirements , timelines, and the scope of an opportunity 

D adjusting a solution to account for a custormer s physical site characteristics 

Answer:C 


